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Chapter 321: Go to Country C! (4) 

Shen Ruoxi’s ashes were scattered in this sea to accompany the dolphins… 

Zuo Yi felt as though he could see Shen Ruoxi’s angelic and charming face as he looked toward the 

endless sea. 

Zuo Weiyi was standing behind him at this time and she really could not understand Zuo Yi’s abnormal 

behavior at all. 

When they went to visit her mother’s tombstone, he told her that he was more than just acquaintances 

with her mother. Now, they were even here at the beach to visit her grandmother. What was happening 

here? 

“Your grandma… has she ever said anything about your grandfather? What kind of person was he?” 

Zuo Yi’s vision was a little ethereal as he stood by the beach. He could recall all the sweet and precious 

moments that he shared with Shen Ruoxi many decades ago. 

Everything passed by so quickly and in a blink of an eye, it had already been a few decades. 

Zuo Weiyi was puzzled by Zuo Yi’s sudden question but she chose to answer his question truthfully. 

Zuo Weiyi lowered her eyes as she tried to recall the vague memory that she had of her childhood. 

“I remember my mother telling me about him when I was still a young girl. She said that my grandfather 

was killed in a car accident.” 

“A car accident?” Zuo Yi turned around as he was obviously surprised at her answer. 

Shen Ruoxi had actually told her daughter and granddaughter this lie? 

Zuo Weiyi nodded before she continued, “Yes, it seems as though Grandpa had passed away before my 

mother was even born.” 

Zuo Yi felt a sharp pain in his heart as he stared at his granddaughter who was standing in front of him. 

How did Shen Ruoxi feel when she left him forty years ago? 

“By the way, do you know my grandfather?” Zuo Weiyi suddenly asked. After all, if Zuo Yi was a friend of 

her grandmother, then he should also know about her grandfather. 

She was somehow curious to find out about the grandfather that she never had the opportunity to 

meet. 

Zuo Yi’s heart wavered a little when he heard Zuo Weiyi’s question, and he could feel his heart getting a 

little heavier. 

After staring at her for a long time, Zuo Yi suddenly said, “Weiyi, if you find out that your grandfather is 

still alive in this world, will you… be able to accept it?” 



Zuo Weiyi was stunned for a moment when she heard Zuo Yi’s words. After that, she simply smiled 

slightly at him. 

“How can that be possible? He has already been dead for decades.” 

“I mean, what if?” 

Zuo Weiyi could not help but stare at Zuo Yi. She felt that his words and actions today were all a little 

too strange. 

When he visited her mother, he said that he knew her very well. Now that they were at the beach to 

visit her grandmother, he asked if she could accept it if her grandfather was alive. Could it be that Zuo Yi 

really knew her grandfather? 

“Do you really know my grandfather?” 

Zuo Yi lowered his eyes and hesitated a little when he faced Zuo Weiyi’s sudden question. 

Zuo Weiyi had always thought that her grandfather was killed in a car accident. If she found out that her 

grandfather was not dead and that he abandoned her mother and grandmother, would she still be able 

to accept him? 

Zuo Yi could not help but feel a little worried as he thought about this. 

He had spent so many years searching for his granddaughter and did not want her to hate him after he 

had finally found her. 

As Zuo Yi was deep in thoughts, his cell phone suddenly rang. 

Before they came out, Zuo Yi had asked Gu Yansheng to help him to prepare his private plane so that he 

could return to Country C. 

Gu Yansheng should be done with the preparation. 

“Let’s go. We can head to Country C now.” 

After that, Zuo Yi turned around as he walked straight toward the Rolls-Royce that was parked not too 

far away. 

Zuo Weiyi could not help but feel a little confused. She initially planned to ask Gu Yansheng to take her 

to Country C, but she really did not expect Grandpa Zuo to offer to bring her there instead. 

As they sat in the back row of the spacious car, Zuo Weiyi suddenly asked, “Grandpa Zuo, are you also 

from Country C?” 

“Yes.” 

“Then, why are you living in Country Z?” 

Chapter 322: Go to C Country! (5) 

“I came here not too long ago to visit an old friend of mine. It so happens that it is time for me to return 

to Country C now.” Zuo Yi smiled as he looked at her with eyes filled with kindness and adoration. 



Zuo Weiyi felt very confused as she looked at Zuo Yi. 

In a blink of an eye, the Rolls-Royce had arrived at the international airport. Zuo Weiyi was very 

surprised. 

Even though she wanted to head to Country C urgently, she had not packed her luggage yet and she did 

not bring any related documents with her. Moreover, she did…. not even have a passport. 

“Grandpa Zuo, are we leaving now? But… I did not bring my luggage with me and I have not applied for a 

passport yet.” 

Zuo Yi turned around and he smiled as he assured her, “Don’t worry, Weiyi. You don’t have to worry 

about those things when you are with Grandpa Zuo.” 

No need? 

Zuo Weiyi was frowning. Even though she knew that Grandpa Zuo was definitely not an ordinary person, 

how could she possibly enter Country C without a passport at all? 

Moreover, it would take more than a day or two in Country C. She had to prepare a change of clothes, 

right? 

“Grandpa Zuo, if we are not in a rush, can I go home and pack some clothes first? I am afraid that…” 

“It’s okay. We can buy anything that we need when we reach Country C!” 

Zuo Weiyi was stunned again. Buy what they need in Country C? 

Even though Shi Yuting gave her a bank card after they registered their marriage, she did not know how 

much money was in there. Moreover, she would also have to pay for her accommodation, food, and 

drinks after getting to Country C. Wouldn’t it be a waste of money if she had to buy clothes too? 

As she was still lost in her own thoughts, Zuo Yi had already stepped out of the car. 

As soon as she saw this, Zuo Weiyi hurriedly opened the car door as she followed behind Zuo Yi’s 

footsteps. 

When she got out of the car, Zuo Weiyi saw Gu Yansheng standing not too far away. She realized that 

there were many men dressed in black following behind him. They should be bodyguards… 

This aura… made Zuo Weiyi feel as though Zuo Yi was even more magnificent compared to Shi Yuting’s 

grandfather! 

Zuo Weiyi could not help but wonder about Grandpa Zuo’s identity as she stared at his back. 

They entered the airport before they came to the boarding gate after passing through the VIP passage. 

Zuo Weiyi was even more surprised when she saw the luxurious private jet before her! 

*** 

Country C. 



In a retro style mansion, Shi Nuannuan was sitting on the leather sofa under a luxurious crystal lamp and 

had a very sad and pensive expression on her face. 

It has already been more than two weeks since she returned to Country C. She did not know how Zuo 

Weiyi was doing. 

After returning to Country C, her cell phone and laptop had been confiscated, and she was not allowed 

to even step out of the front door. All of this was instructed by her grandfather just so that he could 

prevent her from contacting or keeping in touch with Zuo Weiyi! 

Her brother was under house arrest in his bedroom on the second floor and aside from his grandfather 

alone, no one else, not even Shi Nuannuan or her mother were allowed to see him at all. 

The only benefit that Shi Nuannuan had over her brother was the fact that she could move freely around 

the mansion. 

However, she was not allowed to step out of the mansion, and she did not have any ways to get in touch 

or contact Zuo Weiyi at all. 

Shi Nuannuan could not help but think about Zuo Weiyi, who was all on her own, in Country Z. What 

went on in Zuo Weiyi’s mind when she found out that she had disappeared with her mother? 

Would Zuo Weiyi misunderstand her brother? Would she be utterly heartbroken? 

Shi Nuannuan felt very upset and disturbed as she thought about this. 

Suddenly, there was the sound of footsteps coming down the stairs and when Shi Nuannuan looked up, 

she saw Shi Le walking down the stairs. 

As soon as Shi Nuannuan saw Shi Le, she stood up with a calm expression on her face as she walked 

passed Shi Le and headed up toward the second floor, completely turning a blind eye to Shi Le. 

Shi Le could only sigh as he turned around to look at his precious granddaughter, who was still mad at 

him. 

Everything that he did was not only to consolidate the future and position of the Shi family but also 

because he was thinking about his only grandson’s future! 

He did not understand what was so wrong about Tengtang Xi. She was not inferior to that illegitimate 

child, be it in terms of family background or appearance! 

Chapter 323: Arriving in Country C 

But… 

Shi Le turned around sadly. 

Because of this incident, the warmth in his home had already completely disappeared. 

In front of power and love for his family, he resolutely chose power and eventually became a villain in 

front of his own grandchildren. 



As he thought about how Shi Nuannuan used to act so pampered with him, Shi Le could not help but 

feel a little depressed. 

Was he really wrong? 

Shi Le walked slowly toward the sofa with a cane in his hand. 

Everything had been done and he had already announced his grandson’s marriage with the Tengtang 

family to everyone in the country. Why should he even think about what was right or wrong anymore? 

He knew that everything that he was doing was for Shi Yuting’s own good. 

After all, Shi Le only had Shi Yuting as his only grandson! Even though Shi Tiannan was also his grandson, 

the blood flowing in his body was not the Shi family’s blood after all. How could he possibly be the one 

to inherit everything in his family in the future? 

Shi Le looked up as he watched Shi Nuannuan’s figure disappearing on the second floor. Shi Le felt that 

his heart was very heavy. 

Shi Yuting’s bedroom on the second floor was heavily guarded. Even Shi Nuannuan had no way to get 

close to her brother at all. 

It had already been more than half a month since she came home, and she did not even get to see her 

brother at all. 

After passing by her brother’s bedroom and looking at the bodyguards, standing guard outside the 

room, Shi Nuannuan quickly turned away as she bowed her head. 

How could she meet up with her brother and how would she ever be able to contact Zuo Weiyi? 

The longer time passed, the more Shi Nuannuan was afraid that Zuo Weiyi would misunderstand them. 

Moreover, Shi Nuannuan did not know whether the news of her brother’s upcoming wedding with 

Tengtang Xi had already spread to Country Z. 

She was completely isolated from the rest of the world in this mansion, and she had no way to contact 

anyone outside at all. 

As she was in deep thoughts, Shi Nuannuan slowly walked toward her room. 

*** 

At two o’clock in the afternoon, the luxurious private jet finally arrived at the airport in Country C. 

After getting off the private jet, both Gu Yansheng and Zuo Weiyi followed Zuo Yi to his mansion. 

After getting off the car, Zuo Weiyi followed Zuo Yi and Gu Yansheng as they walked into a gorgeous and 

huge villa. The courtyard alone was huge enough to build several villas on it! 

Moreover, there were many men dressed in black heavily guarding the front and back of the villa. Zuo 

Weiyi was skeptical! 

Who was Grandpa Zuo? Why did he have so many bodyguards? 



As soon as they entered the villa, Uncle Yu hurriedly instructed a maid, “Hurry up and prepare a clean 

room on the third floor immediately!” 

“Yes, sir.” 

Uncle Yu turned around before he spoke to Zuo Weiyi kindly, “Miss Zuo, please wait for a short while. 

Your room will be ready in a short while.” 

Zuo Weiyi was completely taken aback when she heard this. 

Room? 

Did Uncle Yu ask the maid to prepare a room for her? 

As she thought about this, Zuo Weiyi raised her head, only to see that the maid had already disappeared 

up the staircase. 

Zuo Weiyi turned around and looked at Uncle Yu before she said, “There’s no need for that, Uncle Yu. I 

will just stay at a hotel.” 

Even though it would definitely be a little expensive, she did not want to cause any trouble for anyone 

else. 

“It’s okay, Miss Zuo. Since you are already here at Country C, then you can just stay here comfortably 

without any worries at all!” Uncle Yu wanted Zuo Weiyi to stay here even more compared to Zuo Yi. 

Gu Yansheng was also very puzzled. 

He seemed to have realized that Zuo Yi seemed to have a different kind of attitude and concern toward 

Zuo Weiyi. After all, he was not very close to Zuo Weiyi, and yet, he had actually brought her to his own 

residence and was even allowing her to stay here. 

Zuo Yi had a very noble identity and it was completely impossible for any ordinary person to enter this 

villa at all. However, Zuo Yi was actually inviting Zuo Weiyi to stay at his villa while she was in Country C. 

Was this simply because Grandpa Zuo liked her? 

Was that really the reason why? 

Gu Yansheng frowned as he was filled with confusion. 

Zuo Weiyi was naturally touched in the face of Uncle Yu’s enthusiasm. 

Chapter 324: Where is His House? 

However, Zuo Weiyi still refused and said, “It is really not necessary. I will just stay in a hotel.” 

After that, Zuo Weiyi turned around and looked at Gu Yansheng. “Yansheng, can you please bring me to 

a hotel?” 

Gu Yansheng glanced at Zuo Weiyi before he looked at Zuo Yi again. 

Zuo Yi was inevitably feeling a little disappointed when Zuo Weiyi insisted on staying at a hotel instead. 



He looked at his granddaughter, whom he was temporarily unable to reunite with, as he asked, “Why 

don’t you just stay here?” 

Zuo Weiyi smiled slightly as she looked at Zuo Yi and said, “Your villa is too big. It would be very 

inconvenient for me if I want to go out. So, it is better for me to just stay at the hotel.” 

Her purpose in coming here today was because she wanted to look for Shi Yuting and Shi Nuannuan. If 

she really lived in Zuo Yi’s villa, it would be too inconvenient for her, and she also preferred to live in a 

hotel because she felt that she would definitely feel much more comfortable that way. 

“If there is anything you need or anywhere you want to go, you can just tell the driver…” 

“There is really no need for that, Grandpa Zuo. Thank you,” Zuo Weiyi replied as she insisted on leaving 

even before Zuo Yi could finish his sentence. 

Zuo Weiyi then turned around and looked at Gu Yansheng before she said, “Let’s go.” 

Zuo Weiyi turned around as she walked straight toward the huge iron gate. 

“Grandpa Zuo, we will be leaving first,” Gu Yansheng quickly informed Zuo Yi before he turned around to 

chase after Zuo Weiyi. 

Zuo Yi felt very disappointed as he watched the both of them leaving his villa. 

When would his granddaughter finally live here with him? 

*** 

After arriving at the city center, Gu Yansheng brought Zuo Weiyi to one of his hotels that was located in 

the high-end part of town. 

“Will this be okay?” Gu Yansheng asked with a smile on his face as he walked her into the luxurious 

suite. 

Zuo Weiyi looked around the luxurious room before she nodded and said, “Yes. I am not concerned 

about where I live at all.” 

Living in a luxurious suite was simply a luxury to her. 

She had lived in much simpler places with her mother in the past. 

“That’s good then.” Gu Yansheng smiled as he looked at Zuo Weiyi and the affection that he felt for her 

was still very apparent. 

Since Zuo Weiyi did not bring any luggage with her, she did not even have any clothes to change into 

tonight. 

Therefore, she turned around to look at Gu Yansheng before she said, “I will be going out to buy some 

clothes in a short while. Do you… do you have anything else that you need to do?” 

Zuo Weiyi did not want to bother Gu Yansheng anymore but she could not possibly drive him away just 

like that. That was the reason why she had beat around the bush, so that he could excuse himself. 



Unexpectedly, Gu Yansheng thought that Zuo Weiyi was asking for his help. So, he readily agreed as he 

said, “No, there is nothing else that I need to do here. I will accompany you!” 

The corner of Zuo Weiyi’s mouth twitched awkwardly when she heard Gu Yansheng’s words because 

she knew that he had misunderstood her intentions. 

However, she felt that it would be even more awkward if she tried explaining herself this time. 

Therefore, she did not say anything else as she simply took the room card before she left the hotel with 

Gu Yansheng. After that, they headed to the mall to buy some suitable clothes. 

Gu Yansheng insisted on paying the bill but Zuo Weiyi adamantly rejected his offer. 

“Where is Shi Yuting’s house?” 

The sky was already getting dark when they stepped out of the mall. When Gu Yansheng looked at the 

time, he realized that it was almost time for dinner. He quickly found a restaurant before he sat down 

and ate with Zuo Weiyi. 

Zuo Weiyi was in a daze. 

She came all the way to this country belonging to Shi Yuting, and he was all that she could think about. 

“It’s a little far from the city, but…” Gu Yansheng stopped talking as he looked at Zuo Weiyi. 

Zuo Weiyi raised her eyes as she stared at him with a puzzled expression on her face. 

“Not everyone will be able to enter the Shi family’s mansion. So…” 

“It’s okay. You just need to tell me where his house is.” If Shi Yuting was really under house arrest, Zuo 

Weiyi knew that it must be very difficult for her to see him. 

Chapter 325: Do You Know the Meaning of ‘Shameless’? 

The reason why she came to Country C was because she wanted to figure out what had happened to Shi 

Yuting. 

Was he in the same situation as herself? Was he desperately trying to figure out how she was doing 

right now? 

Gu Yansheng had nothing else to say as he was faced with her persistence. 

It would be okay if Shi Yuting’s freedom was really restricted. However, Gu Yansheng was afraid that 

that was not the case. 

“Weiyi, have you ever thought that the reason why Shi Yuting did not go back to Country Z was for 

another reason?” 

Zuo Weiyi was startled for a moment when she heard his words and raised her eyes to look at him. 

Another reason? What could the reason possibly be? 

“For instance?” 



“For instance, what if he is the one who does not want to go back?” 

“Impossible!” 

“Do you really trust him that much?” 

“Yes!” 

Gu Yansheng pursed his lips tightly together and did not say anything else after seeing her resolute 

determination. 

After enjoying a simple dinner together, Gu Yansheng sent Zuo Weiyi back to the hotel before he left. 

Zuo Weiyi could not sleep at all as she lay on the huge double bed that night. 

*** 

The next day. 

Early the next morning, Shi Nuannuan woke up and was about to head downstairs after washing up. 

However, when she walked past Shi Yuting’s bedroom, she saw Shi Le walking out from it. 

Shi Nuannuan quickly hurried over because she had not seen her brother for so many days! 

“Brother!” Shi Nuannuan was overjoyed because she really did not expect to finally see her brother. 

Shi Yuting simply glanced at her with a calm expression on his face as he walked down the stairs. 

This was the first time that he was heading downstairs ever since she came back to Country C, and Shi 

Nuannuan could not help but wonder if her brother was finally a free man. 

“Brother, wait!” Shi Nuannuan was slightly startled as she chased her brother down the stairs. 

She wanted to tell him that Zuo Weiyi was still waiting for him in Country Z! 

However, just as she was about to speak, Shi Nuannuan saw Tengtang Xi who was sitting down on the 

sofa in the living room… 

Why was this woman lingering and following her brother around wherever he went? 

“What are you doing here?” Shi Nuannuan asked in an angry voice as soon as she saw Tengtang Xi. 

Tengtang Xi smiled smugly when she saw the domineering Shi Nuannuan standing before her. This was 

especially because Shi Nuannuan had a disapproving expression on her face and Tengtang Xi knew that 

she did not welcome her here at all. “The only reason why I came here today is that the Shi family 

invited me here. Otherwise, do you think I will be here?” 

“The Shi family invited you here? Tengtang Xi, do you know what ‘shameless’ mean?” 

“You!” Tengtang Xi’s face turned pale as soon as she heard Shi Nuannuan’s words but she did not know 

how to refute her at all. 

“Nuannuan!” 

Shi Le could not help but give her a stern warning when he saw her acting so unreasonably. 



Even though Shi Nuannuan was very dissatisfied, she did not say anything else and simply stood quietly 

at the side. She wanted to find out the reason why Tengtang Xi was here today! 

The atmosphere in the living room was very quiet. 

Shi Yuting was sitting on the sofa with a blank and indifferent expression on his face. Shi Nuannuan 

could not help but wonder what was going on in his mind. 

After that, Shi Le handed a wedding magazine over to Tengtang Xi. 

“Choose which wedding gowns you like and the designer will deliver all of it to Bali.” 

After looking at the wedding magazine in her hand, Tengtang Xi suppressed the anger that she was 

feeling inside before she flipped through the magazine. It was a magazine filled with wedding dresses 

designed by the most well-known designers in the world. 

Shi Nuannuan glanced at Tengtang Xi and noticed the wedding magazine that was in her hand. 

It wasn’t until Tengtang Xi was finally done choosing all her wedding gowns when Shi Nuannuan finally 

realized what was going on. 

Were they actually going to Bali to take wedding photos? Did her brother actually agree to this? 

No, this was impossible! 

When she saw that they were about to leave the mansion, Shi Nuannuan quickly rushed over to block 

Shi Yuting’s way. 

She stared at him with an incredulous expression on her face as she asked, “Brother… are you really 

going to take wedding pictures with Tengtang Xi?” 

Chapter 326: She Has Been Waiting for You in Country Z! 

The expression on Shi Yuting’s face was very calm and there was a hint of coldness to him as he stared at 

his younger sister who was standing in front of him. 

He did not admit it, nor did deny it. 

To Shi Nuannuan, this meant that Shi Yuting was admitting it in default! 

However, she was still in disbelief. Shi Nuannuan knew that her grandfather had announced her 

brother’s marriage to the people in the whole of Country C without any authorization at all. However, if 

her brother refused to take the wedding photos with Tengtang Xi, then who could possibly force him to 

do so? 

Moreover, why did her brother agree to take the wedding photos with her? 

Shi Nuannuan felt that her heart was aching terribly as she thought about Zuo Weiyi who was still 

patiently waiting for Shi Yuting in Country Z! 

“Brother, do you know that Weiyi is still waiting for you in Country Z? How can you go and take this 

stupid wedding photos with Tengtang Xi now?” 



Shi Nuannuan roared as there was a furious and pained expression in her eyes. 

Her words made Shi Yuting’s heart tightened, as though there was a thorn in his heart. 

Of course, he did not say anything at all. 

Shi Nuannuan’s words and actions were completely presumptuous and unreasonable to Shi Le who was 

watching the entire scene. The last thing that he wanted to hear was the name, ‘Zuo Weiyi’! 

“Nuannuan!” 

Shi Le yelled at her directly. He had finally succeeded in persuading Shi Yuting to take the wedding 

photos with Tengtang Xi and could not allow Shi Nuannuan to ruin his plans just like this! 

The grand wedding would be held as scheduled three days later and the eyes and attention of everyone 

in the country would be focused on the wedding. So, how could there be no wedding photos at all? 

How could the wedding of his grandson, the future president of the country be so simplistic? 

At this time, even under Shi Le’s stern warning, Shi Nuannuan kept her eyes fixed on her elder brother. 

She really could not believe that her brother would actually agree to this absurd wedding! 

Shi Yuting simply glanced at Shi Nuannuan, who was standing in front of him, before he turned around 

and asked Tengtang Xi, “Are you done choosing your bridal gowns?” 

Tengtang Xi had already chosen three sets of different wedding gowns that she liked and after locking 

eyes with Shi Yuting, she paused slightly before she said, “Well, I am almost done.” 

“Let’s leave now then.” Shi Yuting’s voice was cold and emotionless and it was completely impossible to 

guess what he was thinking. 

As soon as his voice fell, Shi Yuting turned around as he walked out of the door. 

Tengtang Xi froze for a second before she hurriedly followed behind him. 

In fact, Tengtang Xi was very surprised this morning when she heard the news that Shi Yuting had finally 

agreed to the wedding photo shoot. 

Could it be that he had completely given up on Zuo Weiyi? 

It was not impossible. After all, Zuo Weiyi was nothing but just an illegitimate child who could not 

possibly be of any help to him in the future at all. On the other hand, she was Tengtang Xi and her strong 

family background was already sufficient to consolidate his position in Country C! 

Tengtang Xi felt that it was only natural for anyone to choose her if they had to make a decision 

between Zuo Weiyi and herself! 

Shi Nuannuan felt very anxious when she saw her brother leaving the mansion! 

She strode forward as she tried to block Shi Yuting’s way. 

“Brother, what the hell is going on with you?” 



Shi Yuting had a cold expression on his face as he glanced at his younger sister and simply spoke to her 

in a very loud and terrifying voice. 

“Step aside now.” 

“No, I will not!” 

Both the brothers and sisters glared at one another with fire in their eyes. 

None of them would give in at all as their angry eyes collided. 

When Shi Yuting saw that his younger sister was not going to step out of the way, he simply glanced at 

her before he raised his hand to push her aside. 

Because he had used too much force, Shi Nuannuan staggered and almost fell down as she was caught 

off guard. 

However, before she could fall, Shi Yuting pulled her toward him in an instance. 

And just then, inadvertently from an angle that no one could possibly see, Shi Nuannuan suddenly felt 

Shi Yuting stuffing something into her palms. Shi Nuannuan was surprised. 

Chapter 327: The Note in Her Hand! 

Shi Nuannuan was immediately alert as she looked right into her brother’s deep eyes. She suddenly 

calmed down a little as she held tightly onto the ‘unknown thing’ in her hand. She felt extremely tensed! 

Immediately after that, Shi Yuting turned around as he walked toward the gate. Tengtang Xi followed 

closely behind him but before she stepped out of the mansion, she gave a triumphant look at Shi 

Nuannuan as though she was trying to show off her victory. 

However, Shi Nuannuan did not notice her at all. She was simply staring at her brother’s back as she 

clutched tightly onto the item in her hand as she was afraid that she would be discovered. 

“Black Dragon.” 

After stepping out of the mansion, Shi Yuting and Tengtang Xi got into a Bentley together but at this 

time, Shi Le stopped and called out to Black Dragon, who was about to get into the car. 

Black Dragon turned around as soon as he heard Shi Le calling out his name. After that, he nodded 

respectfully before he said, “Speaker.” 

“If someone goes missing today, then the responsibility is all yours!” 

As soon as he heard those words, Black Dragon seemed startled. He immediately understood the 

meaning behind Shi Le’s words. 

The young master had already been under house arrest for more than half a month, and he may have 

ulterior motives for agreeing to this trip today. Therefore, the Speaker was telling him that he should be 

extra careful during this trip today. 

“I understand!” 



“Go ahead then.” 

After that, Black Dragon nodded slightly before he turned around and left. 

*** 

After getting to her bedroom on the second floor, Shi Nuannuan locked her bedroom door behind her 

before she walked toward the side of her bed. After that, she slowly checked out the ‘unknown object’ 

in her palm and she realized that it was a note! 

She frowned before she carefully opened the note and saw a line of words clearly written on it. Shi 

Nuannuan could immediately tell that the beautiful scrawl was her brother’s handwriting! 

When Shi Nuannuan saw the words on the note, her sadness was finally a little relieved. 

She knew that her brother would never betray Zuo Weiyi! 

Right now, she had to find a way to contact Xiangyi and tell him about her brother’s current situation 

and whereabouts. 

But, all of her electronic products had already been confiscated by her grandfather. How was she 

supposed to contact Xiangyi? 

Shi Nuannuan felt as though her head was about to break as she thought hard about this matter in her 

bedroom. 

Suddenly, someone knocked on her bedroom door. 

Shi Nuannuan raised her head as she glanced in the direction of the door. 

Shen Lanzhi’s voice suddenly sounded over the other side of the door. 

“Nuannuan.” 

Shen Lanzhi tried to turn the doorknob only to realize that the door was locked. 

She knew that her daughter had been mad at her ever since they came back from Country Z but this was 

the first time that she had ever locked herself in her room. Shen Lanzhi was very surprised. 

Shi Nuannuan was shocked when she heard her mother’s voice and hurriedly hid the note away as she 

said nervously, “Mommy! Mommy!” 

“What are you doing? Why did you lock your bedroom door?” 

As soon as she heard her mother’s words, Shi Nuannuan hurriedly unlocked her bedroom door. 

“Mommy,” Shi Nuannuan greeted her mother calmly when she saw her standing in front of her 

bedroom. 

Shen Lanzhi glanced at her daughter as she was still feeling guilty about everything that happened. 

“Are you still mad at Mommy?” 

Shi Nuannuan raised her eyes and glanced at her mother before she walked back into her bedroom. 



Regarding what happened the last time, even though Shi Nuannuan knew that her mother only did what 

she did because she was forced by her grandfather to do so, she could not help but blame her mother 

for leaving Zuo Weiyi behind, all alone in Country Z. However, she was still her most beloved mother, 

and she did not really blame her for it even though she was really upset. 

She had not forgotten that her mother could only secretly go to her brother’s school to peep at him 

when he was younger because her grandfather had refused to accept her into the Shi family. After so 

many years, Shi Le finally agreed to take her in as part of the Shi family. Shi Nuannuan knew that she and 

her brother would never be able to see her mother again if her mother was to disobey her grandfather’s 

words. 

“I am not mad at you, Mommy,” Shi Nuannuan said as she sat down on her bed. 

Chapter 328: Shen Lanzhi’s Distress 

Shi Nuannuan did not want to lose her mother or Zuo Weiyi. 

She understood that her brother probably did not resist or fight back because he was also caught in a 

dilemma. 

Was it really true that it would be impossible for her brother to be elected as the president of Country C 

without Tengtang Xi? 

Shen Lanzhi was filled with guilt as she looked at the young girl in front of her. 

“Nuannuan, please forgive your mommy. I know that what I did was very cruel to Weiyi but… Mommy 

has already lost your daddy. I don’t know what I will do if I lose both of you. I will be left with nothing at 

all in the end…” 

She was not afraid that she would be kicked out of the Shi family. She was only afraid that she would 

lose both her children. 

She was very afraid that things would go back to the days, more than twenty years ago, where she could 

not even see her own children when she wanted to. 

Shi Nuannuan’s heart was also very heavy when she saw her mother’s teary eyes. 

Even though her mother was brought back to the Shi family after her father passed away, her 

grandfather had always been very cold toward her mother. Even though the servants treated her 

mother with respect, her grandfather still felt as though her mother did not deserve to be here at all. 

She really did not understand what her grandfather was thinking of. Has he already forgotten how her 

father died five years ago? 

Shi Nuannuan could not help but stretch out her hands to embrace her mother as she thought of all the 

pain and suffering that her mother had gone through when she was young. “Mommy, I also want our 

family to be reunited, and I also hope that we can always stay together. Don’t worry. As long as brother 

is around, the three of us will never be separated. You have to trust in my brother!” 

Shi Nuannuan’s words caused Shen Lanzhi to fall into contemplation for a while. 



She knew that her son was very strong and capable. However, no matter how capable he was, he could 

never compete with his grandfather, right? 

After releasing her daughter, Shen Lanzhi smiled before she said, “As long as both of you are by my side, 

I do not care about anything or anyone else.” 

“No, Mommy. You have to care about Weiyi too. She is my brother’s one true love. If you really love my 

brother, you have to accept Weiyi too!” 

Shen Lanzhi frowned as she looked into Shi Nuannuan’s eyes. 

“She… is she really that good?” 

Shi Nuannuan nodded repeatedly. “Yes!” 

“How can you say that with so much confidence?” 

“Because I know that she loves my brother with all her heart and life.” 

When her elder brother was seriously injured, Weiyi was the only one who stayed by his side day and 

night. However, her grandfather and mother did not know about that at all. 

Shen Lanzhi was shocked after hearing Shi Nuannuan’s words. 

If this pair of brother and sister could defend and vouch for her with their lives, then Zuo Weiyi must 

definitely be that good, right? 

In fact, Shen Lanzhi also felt very sorry for that girl. However, she had no choice but to do what she did. 

Otherwise, Shi Le would kick her out of the family and prevent her from getting near her own children in 

the future. However, all the clothes and the gold card that she had given to Zuo Weiyi the last time were 

all her own doing because she really felt sorry for Zuo Weiyi. 

“Mommy, if the Shi family did not have any status or money at all, do you think that Tengtang Xi would 

still want to marry my brother?” Shi Nuannuan asked as she looked at her mother. 

Shen Lanzhi raised her eyes and looked at her daughter as she thought about what she had just said. 

“This is always the case when it comes to powerful and wealthy families. There are no emotions or 

feelings when it comes to marriage, just like the marriage between your father and Shi Tiannan’s 

mother.” 

“Then, do you really want my brother to end up just like Daddy who was forced to marry a woman that 

he did not love at all?” 

Shi Nuannuan’s words shocked Shen Lanzhi deeply. 

She suddenly thought of the deeply miserable and painful relationship that she had with Shi Xiaotian 

more than twenty years ago. 

Did she really want her own son to go through that kind of pain? 

As she thought about this, Shen Lanzhi felt as though her heart was as heavy as a rock! 



Shen Lanzhi glanced at her daughter before she stood up and said, “Your brother will be getting married 

to Tengtang Xi in three days’ time. That will be the end of it.” 

Chapter 329: Zuo Yi’s Figure on the Screen! 

This was the end of the matter, and it was futile talking about it. 

Many things were determined by fate. If it was destined to be yours, then it would be yours. If it was 

not, then no one could force it at all. 

After she was done speaking, Shen Lanzhi turned around and left Shi Nuannuan’s bedroom. 

Shi Nuannuan stared at her mother as she left, and it was only after her mother had closed her bedroom 

door that she finally felt relieved again. 

She took out her hand to reveal the cell phone that she had stealthily taken from her mother’s pocket 

when she had hugged her earlier! 

Shi Nuannuan was very excited as she stared at the cell phone! 

She might not be able to remember anyone’s cell phone number, but she could never forget Xiangyi’s 

phone number! 

*** 

On the other side, Gu Yansheng had already arrived at Zuo Weiyi’s hotel at nine o’clock in the morning 

because he was hoping to take her to the Shi family mansion. 

The hotel was located in the bustling downtown area. After stepping out of the hotel, Zuo Weiyi was 

attracted by a screen that was on a building not too far away. 

There was a picture of a person on the screen and that person was none other than Zuo Yi! 

Zuo Weiyi was shocked when she saw the line of words written on the bottom of the screen. Her 

breathing also hastened a little. 

Zuo Yi, the president of Country C. 

Was she dreaming or was there a mistake on the screen? 

When Gu Yansheng saw that Zuo Weiyi was in a daze, he could not help but turn around to look in the 

direction that Zuo Weiyi was looking in. 

As he followed her gaze, Gu Yansheng also saw the screen that was not too far away. 

However, Gu Yansheng appeared to be calmer compared to Zuo Weiyi. 

In fact, he already knew that it was only a matter of time before Grandpa Zuo’s identity would be 

exposed if they were to come to Country C. 

Zuo Weiyi was stunned for a moment before she turned around to look at Gu Yansheng who was still 

very calm and composed. She was a little dumbfounded. 

“That… that is Grandpa Zuo, right?” 



This was the first time that Gu Yansheng had seen Zuo Weiyi so shocked, and he could not help but 

laughed lightly as he said, “Yes.” 

“But it says that Grandpa Zuo is the president of Country C?” 

“Yes.” Gu Yansheng nodded once again. 

Zuo Weiyi was completely stunned. 

She did not even know that Grandpa Zuo was the president of Country C. 

“Then you…” She did not even know something so huge. If Grandpa Zuo was the president of Country C, 

then what about Gu Yansheng? Would he also have some sort of world-shaking identity or status? 

Gu Yansheng hurriedly raised his hands when he saw the shocked expression on her face before he said, 

“I am nothing but just an ordinary businessman!” 

Zuo Weiyi did not doubt his words when she saw the serious expression on his face. 

“Why didn’t you tell me about Grandpa Zuo’s identity?” She was actually sitting in the same car as the 

president of Country C, and she was talking to him as though he was her relative. This… this was too 

unbelievable. This felt like a dream! 

Gu Yansheng pursed his lips tightly together before he said, “Grandpa Zuo did not want me to tell you.” 

Perhaps he was afraid that Zuo Weiyi would keep her distance from him or find it impossible to talk to 

him so freely if she found out about his identity. 

Perhaps that was the reason why he liked Zuo Weiyi. 

Zuo Weiyi could not help but lower her head as she sunk deep into her thoughts. 

Since Grandpa Zuo was the president of Country C, then did that mean that Shi Yuting and Shi Le also 

knew who he was? 

It was no wonder why Shi Nuannuan and Xiangyi were so shocked when they saw her chatting with him 

in the past. It was because he was the president of Country C! 

As soon as Zuo Weiyi found out about Zuo Yi’s identity, she somehow felt that it would be very offensive 

for her to refer to Zuo Yi as Grandpa Zuo. 

Therefore, she decided not to call him Grandpa Zuo in the future. 

Zuo Weiyi raised her head as she calmed herself down. She reached out to open the car door so that she 

could head over to the Shi family mansion. Suddenly, a luxurious Bentley drove past her. 

Chapter 330: What are You Looking At? 

The red lights came on and the black Bentley stopped right in front of her. 

The car windows were heavily tinted but Zuo Weiyi somehow felt attracted to the black Bentley beside 

her. She could not stop herself from staring at the Bentley. 



Tengtang Xi was staring at Shi Yuting who was sitting beside her inside the back seat of the black 

Bentley. However, Shi Yuting did not even look at her at all, and this made her feel a little angry. 

Was she really that ugly? He did not even want to look at her at all. 

As she stared at his cold profile, Tengtang Xi could not help but feel that the distance between Shi Yuting 

and herself were so far away even though they were both sitting in the same car! 

Tengtang Xi turned her head around to look the other way. She was a woman with strong self-esteem, 

and since he could not be bothered to look at her, she also refused to face his coldness. Therefore, she 

turned around as she looked out the car window. 

However, as soon as she turned her head around to look outside the car, a familiar figure appeared. 

She was startled and still had some doubts about the figure not too far away. 

That was… Zuo Weiyi? 

No, how could that be possible? This was Country C! 

Tengtang Xi’s doubts were completely resolved when she saw Gu Yansheng who was standing next to 

Zuo Weiyi. 

She was really here in Country C! 

But why were the two of them together? 

Tengtang Xi’s dark pupils narrowed as though she was trying to guess the connection between both of 

them to no avail. 

Outside the car window, Zuo Weiyi was also intensely staring right at the black Bentley with the black 

glass tinting. Even though she could not see the people inside the car, she had a strong urging feeling in 

her heart. She felt as though there was someone that she knew inside that car. 

Tengtang Xi was surprised when she saw Zuo Weiyi staring right into the black Bentley. 

Could it be that she could see Shi Yuting and herself right now? 

No, it was impossible for anyone to look inside. However, Zuo Weiyi’s eyes were clearly staring right at 

her. What was she looking at? 

As she thought about Shi Yuting who was sitting next to her, Tengtang Xi turned around and saw that Shi 

Yuting had already turned his head to look the other side. He was staring out the other side of the car 

window. 

Zuo Weiyi must have just arrived in Country C. She must not let her see them! 

When Tengtang Xi looked ahead, she saw that there was still eighty seconds before the lights turned 

green. 

She was a little worried. If Shi Yuting turned around, he would definitely see Zuo Weiyi. As she thought 

about this, Tengtang Xi could not help but lean forward, hoping that she would be able to block Shi 



Yuting from looking out her side of the window. Otherwise, he would definitely see Zuo Weiyi in a blink 

of an eye. 

“What are you looking at?” 

When he saw Zuo Weiyi staring straight ahead as she held onto the car handle without any intention to 

open the door, Gu Yansheng could not help but frown and ask out of confusion. 

As soon as she heard his words, Zuo Weiyi regained her senses and simply turned around and looked at 

Gu Yansheng before she said, “Nothing. I just thought that the car looks a little familiar.” 

She remembered that Shi Yuting often drove this same black Bentley when they were in Country Z. 

Perhaps, this was why she was so strongly drawn to this car! 

Zuo Weiyi smiled slightly before she got into Gu Yansheng’s Porsche. 

Shi Yuting, who was leaning back against the car seat, suddenly had a strong and familiar feeling. He 

turned his head slightly, only to see Tengtang Xi’s face in his line of sight. 

In less than a second, Shi Yuting instantly turned his head around. 

Was that feeling that he had really just Tengtang Xi’s face? 

When Shi Yuting turned around, Tengtang Xi was also startled. However, when she looked out the 

window, she realized that Zuo Weiyi who had been standing next to a Porsche had already disappeared. 

Fortunately, Shi Yuting did not see her! 

As she thought about it, Tengtang Xi could not help but heave a huge sigh of relief! 

 


